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First Plays Presented by Mask And Quill

By STEVE BEARD

The initial performances given by Mask and Quill, the fledgling thespian league of the Campus, produced the conflicting ennui, elation, and disappointment in this critic. Edward Albee’s The Sandbox presentation was badly hampered by the lack of height of the stage, which was essentially limited by the small physical area of the stage. Both plays would have looked much better immediately by a more sophisticated lighting system. The changes in lighting proved to be very annoying and distracting, and tended to pull attention away from the generally excellent performances given. The acting of Pamela Dewitt and Stephen Weidel, Linda Waddell, Vincent Cianci, and Miss Sandra Maloney was very effective and entertaining. Make-up in The Sandbox was particularly effective, as was the lighting. The music was underplayed, but the production was excellent in general. The script was quite well written, and the actors possessed the ability to deliver their lines with energy and emotion. The production of The Sandbox was a very impressive effort and is a sign of things to come.

Intra-murals: Some Started, Some Planned

Intra-murals are being planned for the campus. It is hoped that the program can be started for spring term.

The program tentatively will include tennis and softball with volleyball in the future plans. Tennis courts will be laid out on the parking lot and softball fields will be constructed.

Anyone interested should sign the sheets in the campus room. Student support is needed for these first programs if there is to be a well-developed program. For example, the softball team, which is an all-campus team, will be sponsored in the spring term. The team will be coached by Mr. Frederick and will play games against other colleges in the Miami Valley. The team will play a double header every week. The team will have practice every Tuesday and Thursday from 6:30 to 8:00. The team will also have a competitive schedule.

The program will be started for the spring term. The team will have practice every Tuesday and Thursday from 6:30 to 8:00. The team will also have a competitive schedule.
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The GUARDIAN endorses the University of Southwestern Ohio as the right choice for our university.

We need a name that will represent the area this college serves. A name that will not confuse with an Air Force base or seem forgotten. A name that will mark us as one of the leaders and only one part of a university's goal.

Until that time comes, we have to be content in the fact that aviation research can be the name that will serve our university.

Speaking Out

Editorial Policy:

The policy of The GUARDIAN will be to serve the students of Dayton Campus by acquainting them with contemporary interests and problems. The GUARDIAN staff attempts, to the best of its ability, to carry out this policy. The staff hopes to encourage student, faculty, and outside interest, and will accept any criticism offered in a fair manner.

Letters will be reviewed as objectively as possible in accordance with accepted newspaper standards. Editorialists, however, shall be injected with strong personal values and opinions of the students as a representative body.

They Could Call Us "Wright Wingers"

Letters!
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Subject: Sports

BY MIKE BROWN

Basketball season is rapidly coming to a close. The three universities of main concern to students here have all completed their seasons.

Miami, co-champions of the Mid-American Conference, finished their season on a sad note, losing to Ohio University 76-71. With this defeat, a chance to play in the NCAA tournament also perished.

Ohio State finished the season with a startling victory over No. 1 ranked Michigan and ended up with a 12-12 record. Michigan was hampered by the absence of All-American Cazzie Russell, but Ohio played tremendous basketball and shot over 55% for the game.

Dayton finished the season with two NCAA tournament victories over OU and De Paul and a loss to Michigan. The Flyers caught Michigan on the rebound from the loss at Ohio State and with a healthy Cazzie Russell, they were simply outclassed both offensively and defensively.

Since the three schools are finished with their seasons, it seems appropriate to look at their prospects for next year. In my imaginary crystal ball I see two improving teams and one faltering a bit.

In Columbus, prospects can be considered brighter. After failing to win a share of the Big Ten title for the first time in six years, Ohio may have another good chance to capture it next year. The Buckeyes lose only their outstanding guard Bob Dove, Al Peters, Al Rowley, and standout sophomore Ron Sepic return to the varsity for action next year. Up from a tremendous freshman team will be two boys who are certain to help the varsity and others who may also contribute heavily. Mike Swain from Cainen is a 6'6" forward who didn't play in all the freshman games because of a knee injury, but who remains a tremendous prospect. Another outstanding freshman is Dayton Bell and Bill Frazier. Bill has grown since leading his high school team to a state Championship, to 6'8" and he may be the best prospect for Ohio State basketball. Terry Lucas, 6'7" may not win the championship next year but he will certainly be considered. U.D. has probably the best prospects for next year of all three. Coach Don Donohoe has only one man off his starting five. In the person of Captain Bob Sullivan.
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Miami's Redskins lose what is probably the most talented class had a strange inability to win the "big" games. Miami may not have had any big games to worry about. Jerry Peterson, Johnny Swan, and Walt Williams lead the returning lettermen with help expected of brilliant freshman star Phil Snow. Even with these men, it may be a long winter next year in Oxford.
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“Eschaton” Means Day Of Judgment?

BY STEVE BEARD

The paintings which Mr. Don Wills, instructor of English at the Dayton Campus, has placed on exhibit in the lobby of Allyn Hall have created a bit of controversy among students concerning their meanings and their significance. To clear up any false impressions made by the paintings, we asked Mr. Wills why he painted them and what his philosophy is.

He replied, "The nature of a painting is what you see in it. My paintings are experiments in form and color. The cat painting and the bird painting, which were objected to, are merely experiments of mine with a new media, using the formaldehyde bottles and tar and so on to create a new form of expression."

In relation to my hobbies, art is an effort to go beyond myself in form, travel, in space, and antique collecting, in time."

Mr. Wills further stated that he put the paintings up because he felt that the school needed some color, and that he wanted to encourage the arts and appreciation of the arts. He also said that he wanted to stir up the student to realize that it was right. But I would like the student to realize that I did not paint it because I am a sadist, but because it suggested to me elements of both passion and humor. Some of the people who have seen it have given some pretty wild interpretations of it, saying that it represents the modern man, or the UN, or a college professor who didn't publish. In fact, I think a good alternate title for it would be "Published or Perish."

Mr. Wills quoted himself, saying, "It is the responsibility of the viewer or reader, or listener, to understand the art and not the other way around." When we asked him why the cat was objected to, he said that he really didn't know, but that he understood it had made someone physically ill and that they had requested that it be removed.

Mr. Wills is a former student at De Paul University and Miami University and a former instructor at Miami. He has never had any formal art training, but his paintings have won prizes and other art awards.